


ANNIEGLASS
Innovation distinguishes between 
a leader and a follower
In 1979, fresh out of art school with a degree in glassmaking, 

a passion for craft, and little else, Annie Morhauser rented a 

small studio to share with a painter and began the long journey 

of building Annieglass. In 1983, the company began with 2 

employees and  grew to 27 employees and a larger production 

studio, now selling to the best retailers and online stores 

throughout North America. Annieglass is also used in the finest 

restaurants across the country. 

Celebrating our 35th Anniversary in 2018, Annieglass now 

proudly welcomes the second generation, Annie’s daughter, Ava. 

Ava has expanded the company by promoting the Annieglass 

lifestyle of sharing how to entertain with fresh local food, good 

wine and craft beer with friends in a convivial space for learning 

crafts as well as shopping. Annie continues to focus her time 

innovating the ancient art of glassmaking through the means of 

technology, as well as her lifetime of experience merging craft 

and design. She continues to be inspired by her surroundings and 

experiences around the world.

P E R S O N A L I Z AT I O N
The personal touch we craft into all of our 
glassware is yours to share, with personalized 
engraved messages available on each 
Annieglass piece. Our skillful artisans use a 
handheld etching tool so the finished result 
looks like writing by hand.

Sustainably handcrafted in our small studio on 
California’s central coast, Annieglass shines in 
its individuality and uniqueness: glass retains 
natural textures from handmade ceramic 
molds, hand-painted bands of gold show the 
brush strokes from its makers, and a hand-
engraved studio signature can be found on the 
back of every piece. 

INNOVATING CRAFT THROUGH  CREATIVITY & 
CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGY

It is this hand touch, years of integrity, 
and devotion to our craft that has earned 
Annieglass a permanent place in the 
Smithsonian Museum of American Art. 
Versatile, dishwasher safe and durable for 
a lifetime, Annieglass transforms every day 
into a celebration when only the best will do.
Left: Annie in 1976. Right: Scoring  glass.
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Reused scrap glass from our studio has 
never been so elegantly repurposed. The 
perfect eco-gift well under $100 retail is 
practical as a trivet, candle or soap holder or 
delightful to hold oil and vinegars in a kitch-
en. Innovative design for the future lessens 
our footprint on the planet. Available in 
flower, tulip or butterfly in our distinctive pale 
green recycled glass color. Patent pending.
Daisy  8 x 8"  EL400C        
Tulip 8.5 x 9"  EL401C      
Butterfly 8 x 12" EL402C      

ELEMENTS
Making something from
       nothing by using our scrap 
glass, diverting it from landfills

STORYBOOK

DAISY
EL400C

DAISY
EL400C

TULIP
EL401C

BUTTERFLY
EL402C

SV200

SV210

SG210

SG200

Whimsical drawings from Annie’s notebook come 
to life around the rims of these limited edition bowls. 
Celebrating 35 years, this collection welcomes 
the future of Annieglass with the collaboration of 
handcraft and technology.  Available in teal ombre 
color, Garden or Village patterns are adorned with 
details that are sure to make you smile. Available in 2 
sizes, 13" deep bowl or 16" flared bowl.

Each piece is individually signed 
and numbered. Limited availability. 
Storybook Garden Bowl  13" SG200  
Storybook Garden Bowl  16" SG210 
Storybook Village Bowl  13" SV200    
Storybook Village Bowl  16" SV210   

LIMITED
EDITION

GARDEN

VILLAGE
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Made from 
100% recycled 
Annieglass.

EARTH
EL101

CLOUD
EL102

POND
EL201

LAKE
EL200

RIVER
EL202

ROCK
EL100

TRIVETS & TRAYS
Annie’s most innovative new product to date fuses science and 
art with ecological responsibility. The Elements collection of 
thickly cut organically shaped trivets and appetizer trays are made 
entirely from recycled Annieglass scrap in a revolutionary new 
way. Combining ancient glassmaking techniques with modern 
technology, Annie has applied for a patent for her ingenious 
solution for recycled glass. 

Versatile trivets and trays for food, candles or plants.
Rock 6 x 7" EL100, Earth 7.5 x 7.5" EL101
Cloud 9.5 x 6.5" EL102  
Appetizer trays are now available in platinum and gold. 
Lake 14.5 x 8" EL200 or P, Pond EL201 or P
River EL202 or P  
Tied with string and hang tags, clear feet, patent pending.

POND
EL201P

RIVER
EL202P

LAKE
EL200P
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SCULPTURE

U520

F520G

MD150P

U515

U510

LARGE SCULPTURAL PIECES
Forever pushing artistic and creative bounds, Annie interprets 
beauty wherever she finds it, whether it be locally on California’s 
Monterey Bay or the Sea of Java. Use them as sculpture, lined 
with sand and candles, for floating flowers or for a jaw dropping 
buffet the way our star chefs and fine hotels do.
Inspired by crashing waves, the Water Sculpture Bowl rises up in 
an illusion of perpetual motion. Available in Frosted Glass with 

24k Gold Trim (F520G) or Ultramarine (U520) and sized at an 
impressive 28 x 29 x 9", both make for stunning statement pieces. 
The sweeping raised sides of the Clam Shell (U510: 17 x 21 x 
15") are as impressive as the Monterey Bay waters, and allow 
the piece to be displayed both upright and on its side. A smaller 
twin, the Cherrystone Clam U515 10" x 9" x 11" is also made 
with Ultramarine colored glass, in a shimmering turquoise blue. 
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Originally inspired by explorations of the 
Monterey Bay tide pools near her California 
home, Annie has designed two additions to 
compliment Hydra, celebrating her unique 
glass slumping process. Now available in 
Frost with a speckled precious metal edge in 
24k gold. 

Perfect for that statement piece, 
centerpiece or home decor.
Large Hydra Frosted 24k gold 
28 x 12 x 5" HY100G

HY100G 

SCULPTURE 
PETAL
The new Petal sculptural bowl is 
Annie's interpretation of a single 
rose petal that works as sculpture, 
shallow bowl or centerpiece. 
The speckled precious metal on 
the edge mimics the markings of 
an open mussel shell found by 
the sea. 
Petal Frosted 24k gold 
15 x 22 x 4.5" F300G

SCULPTURE 
HYDRA

grove

PLANK CHEESE BOARDS
 Best sellers! Grove plank cheese boards come in 
3 sizes. Inspired by giant redwoods, complete with 
wood grain and knots, these cheese boards are 
sure to impress the nature lover in all of us, at a 
small gathering or a large feast.

XL plank server 20 x 10.5" GE199
Large plank cheese board 15 x 8" GE200
Small plank cheese board 12 x 5.5" GE201

GE201

GE200

GROVE

F300G 

GE199
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Free form folds 
              mimic the fluid 
movement of glass

AN102

ANEMONE

AN101G

A N E M O N E
“I wanted to create a sculpture to showcase the fluid 
movement of glass,” says Annie. Each Annieglass Anemone 
features free form folds that vary piece to piece, ensuring 
no two will ever be the same. Frosted glass Anemones are 
available in two large vase or centerpiece sizes with precious 
metal trim,  20 x 18 x 8" AN100G, 15 x 14 x 7" AN101G 
or as a 7" votive, AN102 with no trim and tea lite included.

AN100G

AN102

AN102
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GOLD AND PLATINUM PLATES
Modern aesthetics with a minimalist approach describe 
these contemporary plates. Modeled after mid-century 
modern shapes, these stacking plates reinvent the 
Annieglass tradition by boldly banding fine gold or platinum 
on their sides. Multifunctional as dishes, platters, jewelry, 
wine or candleholders.
Small round 6.5" MD100G or P
Medium round 9.25" MD102G or P
Large round 12.5" MD109G or P

MIST (shown on front cover and left)
The ethereal mists off the Monterey Bay inspired Annie to 
make these opaque glass plates for everyday. The award 
winning shape blends seamlessly with all of our collections 
for a modern twist on tradition. Versatile and functional, 
these plates are perfect as place settings, wine coasters or 
trays. Available in 3 sizes for entertaining and gift giving.
Small round plate 6.5" MD100M           
Medium round plate  9.25" MD102M    
Large round plate 12.5" MD109M  

MD100G        MD102G        MD109G

MD109P        MD102P        MD100P

MOD
I have been a big fan of Annieglass for almost 20 years now, 
both in my restaurants and in my home. Her timeless designs 
allow me to showcase my food with natural northern 
California elegance, coming from an environment and values 
we both share. 
— David Kinch, Michelin 3 star chef, Manresa restuarant, Los Gatos, CA

MD109G        MD102M        MD100P

Shot on lacation at Manresa restaurant, Los Gatos, CA
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Forever experimenting, Mod is a modern, 
Dutch-inspired design showcasing rounded 
edges that appear to be dipped in precious 
metals. Perfect for entertaining large parties, 
Mod reflects today’s modern taste with a 
minimalistic approach and is brushed with 

precious metals on one tipped up end of the 
thick oval glass. Inspired by the classic Roman 
Antique line.  
15.25 x 7.25" MD228G or P  
21.25 x 8.5" MD230G or P 

MOD
CHEESE BOARDS

MD230G

MD228P

MD230P

Mod introduces a small, medium or large Oval 
Server with each piece available with 24k gold 
or genuine platinum tips. Large enough for a 
crowd or small enough for two. 

Small Oval Server 5.5 x 11.5" MD150G or P
Medium Oval Server 6.25 x 16.5" MD151G or P
Large Oval Server 8 x 22.25" MD152G or P

A new modern classic
           for contemporary
entertaining

MD151P

MD150P

MD150G

MD151G

MD152G

MD152P

MOD
OVAL SERVERS
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MD244G     

MD244P    

MD242G     

MD100P     

MD242P     

MOD 
ROUNDED SERVERS
Slightly contemporary and carefully hand painted, 
these rounded servers are the perfect hostess gift and 
entertaining pieces. Easy to carry, delightful enough 
to showcase your favorite appetizer, these must have 
entertaining pieces are available in genuine platinum 
or 24 kt gold.  

MOD
OVAL SERVING PLATTER
The newest addition to our Mod collection, this large oval 
serving platter is a gorgeous statement piece for your table. 
Enhancing our modern minimalist collection with a pop 
of drama, this generously sized oval is just right for dining, 
grazing and serving. Available in 24k gold or platinum.                                                                                                                               
Oval serving platter 18 x 11.5"  MD116G or P

MD116G    

MD116P    

  Modern aesthetic 
           with a minimalist 
approach
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MOD
SERVING 
BOWL

Mod low round serving bowl in 24 kt gold or 
platinum. A modern, Dutch-inspired design 
showcasing an asymmetrical rounded handle that 
appears to be dipped in precious metals. 
13 x  14.5" MD110G or P

MD110P

MD110G

RECTANGLULAR
TRAY

Edgey rectangular serving tray in 24 kt gold or 
platinum is painstakingly made; first cut from 
thick glass, then hand chipped, and hand painted 
with precious metal, kiln fired and signed. Makes 
a dramatic year-round centerpiece or serving tray. 
17.5 x 8" E118G or P 

E118G

EDGEY

E118P
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EDGEY
SQUARE PEDESTAL STAND
Decadent and stunning, our largest ever 
pedestal server is long awaited and will 
be often used. Perfect for entertaining- 
whether it be with  gourmet cheese and 
crackers or that specialty wedding cake, 
the hand chiseled edge makes for added 
dramatic appeal. Available  in 24kt gold or 
genuine platinum.
Square pedestal stand  14" E205G or P 

DINNERWARE
Sophisticated and edgy, this collection of 
dinnerware, serveware and partyware features 
smoothed faceted edges hand-painted with 
24k gold or platinum. Each Edgey piece is 
unique from any other, creating a celebratory 
atmosphere no matter the occasion.
Salad plate 8.5" E102G or P
Soup bowl 9" E105G or P
Dinner plate 10" E106G or P
Charger 12" E108G or P

Creates a celebratory 
          atmosphere no matter 
   what the occasion

E205G     

E205P     

E105G              E106G             E108G E102G      E102P
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E102P

E199G

EDGEY
ROUND PARTY PLATTER
Edgey salad plates and round party platter exemplify elegant 
entertaining. Pair salad plates with Edgey dinnerware at a 
dinner party, fill the round party platter with hors d’oeuvres at
 a cocktail party, or pair the two and transform weekday 
dinner ambience. 
Salad plate 8.5" E102G or P
Round plarty platter  16.75" E199G or P

G224

E126P

E127P

E126G

E127G

CHEESE BOARDS
Best-selling organically shaped cheese 
boards in two sizes, 24k gold or 
platinum.
Cheese slab 12 x 7.75" E126G or P
Large cheese slab 15.75 x 9" E127G or P

XL BAGUETTE TRAY
Statement-making xl baguette trays send 
parties over the edge.
XL Baguette tray  21.5 x 7.25" E121G or P

E121G

E121P
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E182G

E187G

Hand chiseled
        precious  metal edges... 

HA245G

E117P

E128G

E165G

E187P

E203G

EDGEY
A bracelet inspired Annie to create Edgey as jewelry
for the table. These jaw dropping pieces make an 
artistic statement as gifts for significant occasions or 
elite entertaining.
Edgey is Annie's favorite collection for its drama, weight 
and innovation. She is thrilled how many agree.
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EDGEY 
SQUARE 
PLATTERS

Edgey Square Platter is the perfect answer 
to adding a bit of gilded elegance to formal 
gatherings or the perfect holiday or wedding 
gift. The impressive Edgey Square Platter is 
painstakingly made; first cut from thick glass, then 
hand chipped, and hand painted with precious 

metal, kiln fired and individually signed. Makes 
a striking statement on any table whether used 
as a centerpiece or filled with hors d’oeuvres. 
Available in 24k gold or genuine platinum.
Square platter 12 x 12" E203 G or P
Large square platter 15.25 x 15.25" E204 G or P

E203G  

E204G

E204P

FOUR POINT BOWL 
& OVAL PLATTER
Skillfully hand chipped by our master 
American craftsmen, the edges are
ground and hand painted with precious 
metals. The oval platter is the perfect 
holiday platter and the graceful square 
bowl complements any meal and is 
lovely enough to stand on its own. 
Available in 24k gold or genuine 
platinum.
Four point bowl  11 x 11" E177G or P 
Oval platter 17 x 11" E116G or P

E116G     

E177P     

E177G     

E116P     
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BUTTERFLIES

Monarch butterflies 
        visit the Monterey Bay 
  every fall

B200P    

B200G    B201P   

B201G    

CSH303G  
   

CSH303P

CHIP & DIP SERVERS 
A beautiful swarm of gold or platinum butterflies will flutter 
across your table when you use this versatile collection. 
The large Butterfly Chip and Dip servers add elegance to every 
soiree , Spring or Fall. The small tray is perfect for intimate 
gatherings between girlfriends and makes the perfect gift.
Chip and Dip server 18 x 14" B200G or P     
Small tray  12 x 10" B201G or P 
 

LIMITED EDITION HEART
The 2018 Limited edition Butterfly 7" Heart will swarm into 
your heart. Available adorned with gold or platinum butterflies, 
this collectible heart is just right for a delicate jewelry tray, makes 
a delightful candy dish and is a wonderful celebration of love.  
Only available in 2018, at the end of the year it flies away.
2018 Collectible Butterfly heart 7" CSH303G or P
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SALT

SA111

SA101

SA113

S A LT  T E X T U R E D  C L E A R  G L A S S
Annie’s close-working relationship with local artisan food makers continues to 
excite her imagination, inspiring collections such as Salt. Fresh, modern and simple, 
the Annieglass Salt Collection is all about plates, platters and bowls of clear glass 
organically textured from handmade ceramic molds pressed with coarse salt.

Annie’s close-working relationship with local artisan food makers and 
organic farmers continues to excite her imagination, inspiring collections 
such as Salt. Fresh, modern and simple, the Annieglass Salt Collection is 
all about clear glass textured from handmade ceramic molds pressed with 
coarse salt. Mix with our other collections for your own DIY tablescape.
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SA114

SA100

A best-selling collection, Salt exudes the simple, 
artisanal style of the Annieglass studio. 
Plate sizes range from a 7" side (SA100) to a 16" 
platter (SA114); asymmetrical oval servers (SA115, 
SA117) are as appropriate for casual gatherings with 

friends as they are at formal dinner parties; and 
stackable bowls sized 7.25" (SA101) up to 13" (SA112) 
nest together, ready for their fill of homemade ice-
cream, fresh, organic greens, or a pasta dish for all.

SA112
SA111
SA110
SA101

Salt represents the 
values of our company:
authentic, artisanal, 
high quality 
craftsmanship

SA100

SA106

SA113

SA115

SA117

SALT 

SA100

SA112
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U212

U210

Inspired by the beauty                 
             and texture of water

ULTRAMARINE

U110

U115

U505

U217

Annie takes inspiration from her surround-
ings. Since 1983 she has created glassware 
from her own original ideas to finished 
product in the Annieglass studio situated 
within 2 miles of the Monterey Bay Marine 
Sanctuary on the scenic central coast of 

California. As a long time ocean advocate, 
Annie supports sustainable seafood, new 
technology for plastic and trash removal 
from the oceans and education for the 
next generation of sea lovers.

M I N I  S P L A S H  B O W L 
The sculptural Mini Splash Bowl (U505: 
20 x 16.5 x 6.5") is reminiscent of a large 
splash of water, perfect for a stunning 
buffet or centerpiece.
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U227

Try mixing 
Ultramarine with 
Shells to mimic the 
ocean and fog

U238

U237

U236

U223

U224

SE300U

U222

ULTRAMARINE
F I S H
A turquoise school of fish in 3 sizes swims 
into warm weather fun. These playful 
fish look great by the water or swimming 
across your table. Use for olives, jewelry, 
spoon rest, soap or treats. Cute gifts or 
contemporary souvenirs. Sizes range 
from 7" to 15". 

S E A  L I F E 
Walks on the beach often lead to 
ideas like these clam shells, starfish, 
nautilus shells or turtles. These 
fascinating creatures bring playfulness 
to summer barbecues and seaside 
dining as whimsical serving pieces, and 
make special gifts for those that share 
an appreciation for the great blue and 
its wonders.  Sizes range from 8" to 12".

U105

U106

U109 

U235

D I N N E R WA R E  & 
P L AT T E R S
Inspired by oceans, lakes and 
rivers, the vibrant color and rippling 
textures found in the Annieglass 
Ultramarine Collection are 
reminiscent of the beautiful nature 
of water, no matter your shoreline. 
The organic shapes will remind 
you of undulating seas and warm 
weather.
Brilliant turquoise color is perfect 
for beach, boat or lake house as 
tableware, home décor or gifts. 
We love mixing it with our Shells or 
Mod Mist collection to capture the 
ambiance of fog and ocean. 
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SS224GSS225G

SS222G

*SS104G

SS105G

SHELLS
*Proudly featured in the
Smithsonian American

Art Museum

M U S E U M  Q U A L I T Y  A R T  F O R  YO U R  H O M E
Handcrafted Shells are a collection of sculptural forms found in nature to use for 
collecting, serving and gift giving, two of which are in the permanent collection of the 
Smithsonian American Art Museum. Asymmetrical frosted glass dinnerware has long 
been a favorite of eco inspired chefs. We love to mix it with Ultramarine dinnerware 
for an ocean and fog themed dining experience. 
Seashore to table, the variety of shapes in this collection brings organic artisanal 
choices to any home décor. Available only with edges bristled in 24k gold.

BC103G

BC106G

BC109G

RS401G

*SS108G

SS107G

SS223G

BC102G
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HA240G

HA225G

SLAB

SQUARES & PEDESTALS
Weighty Slabs of half-inch clear glass add a note of modern 
sophistication to any table. Available with a pedestal or 
without, in 24k gold or genuine platinum, the edges show 
individual brush marks from the artisan’s hand. 
 The Annieglass Slab Collection provides great versatility, and 
is especially stunning as a charcuterie platter, sushi server or 
even in the powder room for soap or candles.

HA230G

HA203P

HA200P

HA240P

HA245G

HA205G

HA225G

HA213G

HA245G
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Our signature design, Roman Antique is Annie’s original 
tour de force, an heirloom gift that will be cherished for years. 
Coveted for durability, dishwasher safety and chip resistance 
it provides a frame for any cook’s specialty with a simple 
band of precious metal. 
A wide variety of shapes and sizes blends seamlessly 
on any table.

SQUARE SERVER
Simple but stunning is our new Roman Antique square cake 
server. A classic graceful design flows from the square foot 
to the banded precious metal. This beauty is a wonderful 
compliment to that delicious torte or scrumptious cheese
and crackers. Definitely not just for cake.
Available in 24k gold or genuine platinum. 
12.5 x 12.5 x 3.5" G235 or P235

P235

G235 G175

G117

G168

ROMAN ANTIQUE
G109

G132

G199
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ROMAN ANTIQUE
VANITY TRAY
From the boudoir to the dining room, our new Vanity Tray has 
so many purposes. Great for perfume bottles, jewelry or small 
collectibles, it is also the perfect sized serving piece for couples. 
Pearls to prime rib look equally elegant on this just right sized 

rectangular tray. It is a smaller version of our ever popular 
martini tray. 
Available in 24k gold or platinum.                                                                                             
Roman Antique Vanity Tray 12 x 8" G236 or P236   

G222

G125

G166

G130

G222

G141

P162

G143

G221

P143

G124

G236    

P236    

G165

Annieglass uses 
genuine platinum 
because it does not 
tarnish like silver
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P100

ROMAN
ANTIQUE
PLATTERS & BOWLS
Annieglass bridal couples set the most creative tables, 
blending hand-selected modern Roman Antique with 
antique china passed down through the generations, 
creating a look that is both heirloom and uniquely their 
own. Dress it up or dress it down, the versatility of 
Roman Antique is  endless.

P141

G141

P127

G127 G216

G214

G199

P133

P131

P211

P202

P209

P105                 P106                  P109

Annieglass employees 
have worked an 
average of 11 years 
at the company with 
talent and dedication 
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A stunning          
backdrop for

entertaining

ROMAN
ANTIQUE
LARGE STEAK PLATTER

G204G213

G116

G165G161

P161 P162 G162

G099

P099

G231

G227

“Glass has never lost its 
mystery to me, I have found    
its beauty to be addictive”
  —Annie

Forever evolving Annieglass’ most iconic and 
classic Roman Antique line, the octagonal-
shaped Steak Platter comes in 2 sizes set with 
a deep base to transport scratch-made meals 
and barbecue to the table with ease. Annie’s 
unique slumping process ensures the 24k gold 

or platinum edge is beautiful, durable and 
dishwasher safe.
Steak platter 14 x 10.5" G227 or P227
Large Steak platter 16.25 x 12.5" G231 or P231
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L303GR

BANANA LEAF BOWLS
Cast from Annie’s hand built clay original 
these pieces took  years to perfect the 
delicate balance of sculpture and function. 
Large Banana Leaf is a statement bowl that 
can be paired with the Medium Banana 
Leaf to define your home decor, toss 
an awesome salad or ripen fruit on your 
counter. Medium shallow bowl serves as a 
novelty for warm weather inspiration.

PALM FRONDS 
An inspired mix of detailed curves, fluted 
palm leaf texture and tropical influence 
makes these leaves the warm weather 
winner in rich green glass. State of the art 
technology and artisanal craft combine
to make these rounded platters and bowls 
into dramatic serving pieces. We love 
to use the smallest as a wine coaster.
Available in rich green glass. 

L400GR

L402GR

L304GR

LEAVES

L301GR

L300GR
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RUFFLE A  S T U N N I N G  FAV O R I T E
A more formal, opulent styled 
collection, Annieglass Ruffle features 
a thick undulating band of 24k gold 
or genuine platinum. The wide collar 
of precious metal flatters nearly every 
antique china pattern, and with a full 
collection of dinnerware, serving pieces 
and home décor, befits any occasion. 

Our most stunning Ruffle piece yet is the wine cooler. 
Lavishly hand painted ribbons of undulating glass and 
precious metal will please the most discerning crowd. 
Perfect for that refreshing bottle of sparkly or used 
as a large deep salad bowl. This is a must have for 
entertainers and Annieglass collectors. 
Available in 24k gold or genuine platinum.   
Wine cooler  18 x 13" G234 or P234 

RUFFLE
WINE COOLER

G234     

P234     

P135     

P196     

G144                 G136                 G195
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G184

P205

P185

G185

G232

P232

5757

G207

P128

G136

G128

G208

G129
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P229

G229

RUFFLE
A variety of shapes lends versatality 
to a table, desk, vanity or buffet.
All Annieglass is sustainably made 
in U.S, for every occasion. 

G218

G201 

G212

G181

G195

G196

P183

P217

P135

G211

5958



VOTIVES 
The iconic handkerchief votive 
is available in rich green glass, 
turquoise Ultramarine or frosted 
featuring a gold or platinum 
band. A best seller, in every color, 
this votive is the perfect gift and 
wonderful in multiples scattered 
on a table.

Anemone is a smaller version of 
our larger sculpture piece, and 
makes a great votive, candy dish or 
violet holder!

AN102

VOTIVES

AN102

UV100

UV100

LV100

LV100

HV100P

HV100G

J113

J117

JUDAICA
Designed as heirloom gifts for weddings, anniversaries and holidays, 
the best-selling Judaica Collection adds sophisticated elegance to the 
table. Plates tastefully blend with everything from modern tableware 
designs to delicate porcelain.
Clear glass Seder 15.5" J113
Matza 10 x 10"  J107
Challah 11 x 17" 117

J107P

HV100G

J107
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Motivated by a fascination 

with glass and a creativity that 

pushes the bounds of traditional 

glassmaking, Annieglass has spent 

years experimenting with raw 

materials and innovative techniques, 

evolving and ultimately perfecting 

the ancient art of glass slumping 

to create unique sculptural décor, 

tableware and gifts for the home. 

Transforming the ordinary into 

something extraordinary, each piece 

of Annieglass passes hand to hand 

between artisans during our six-step, 

small-batch glassmaking process, 

eliciting a genuine pride for the 

craft and exacting standards for the 

finished glassware. 

5 6

OUR PROCESS
Each piece of Annieglass 
passes hand to hand between 
skillful artisans during our six-
step glassmaking process.

1   Annie’s imaginative 
designs are cut from durable, 
architectural grade glass.

2   Edges are ground 
 smooth, making each piece of 
Annieglass more chip-resistant 
than fine china or stoneware.

3  Artisans hand-paint bands 
of precious metal onto rims 
of the cut and ground glass, 
leaving visible brush strokes 
which show the beauty of 
handcraft.

4   Each piece of Annieglass 
is carefully loaded by hand 
into a kiln for firing, aligned 
on a handmade ceramic mold 
which will give the glass its 
texture and shape.

5  During firing, glass melts 
into ceramic molds and 
precious metals permanently 
fuse to the glass, rendering 
each piece unique in shape 
and dishwasher safe for 
utmost functionality.

6  Finally, each piece is 
individually inspected to 
ensure quality craftsmanship, 
before being hand-engraved 
with the studio signature—a 
proud designation of 
Annieglass’ authenticity and 
integrity.
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G201

HEARTSHEARTS
A favorite year after year, our Heart 
Collection comes in Ruffle, 24k gold 
or genuine platinum trim, precious 
Sweet Nothings text or our yearly 
changing Collectible Heart pattern. 
These glass plates and bowls make for 
decadent dessert or hors d’oeuvres 
plates, jewelry holders or home décor 
accents. A heartfelt gift for Valentine’s 
Day, Mother’s Day, anniversaries, 
thank you’s, bridesmaids…the 
possibilities are endless!
Sizes range from 5" to 8".

CSH101P

CSH101G

CSH103G
CSH102P

P201

CSH103P

CSH102G

CSH206P

CSH206G

G201
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Sustainably handcrafted in California since 1983 

ANNIEGLASS
310 Harvest Drive
Watsonville, CA
831.761.2041

annieglass.com

She has invigorated the 
ancient art of glassmaking 
in California with advanced 
technology sustainably, 
creating social impacts 
through environmental, 
occupational and educational 
opportunities.


